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Leopard Print Coral Fleece
  

  
Product code: KBT9331-F61-B100
Selected Colour: Leopard
Width: 150cm
Price: £6.99/mtr

Available Colours:

Leopard

  

Description:

Black white and beige coloured leopard print pattern on a thick soft pile of coral fleece fabric. This type of
fleece boasts a fuller texture than the regular type, with a very soft and fluffy feel.  The fabric is created
from many fine fibres creating stroke ably soft pile, rather than a brushed surface. A perfect fabric to
lounge in, the lovely feel of this fleece lends itself particularly well to clothing to chill in. Long fluffy
dressing gowns to wrap yourself in, or a full on onesie, go for the lounging leopard look with this fluffy
fleece.

Leopard print coral fleece
Very soft pile fabric
Hoddles, tops pyjamas
White background leopard print

 

Coral fleece, also known as coral velvet, is a type of fleece fabric that is known for its softness and
warmth. It is made from a blend of polyester and spandex fibres, which gives it a stretchy and fluffy
texture. The fabric is characterized by its short, dense pile that is similar to the texture of velvet.

Coral fleece is a popular choice for winter clothing and home textiles due to its warmth and softness. It is
often used in the making of blankets, throws, and bedding, as well as clothing such as hoodies,
sweatshirts, and pyjamas. Because of its stretchy nature, it is also a popular choice for baby and children's
clothing, as well as activewear.

In terms of benefits, coral fleece is highly absorbent, making it ideal for use in bathrobes and towels.



Additionally, it dries quickly, making it easy to care for. It is also resistant to pilling, shrinking and fading,
making it a durable and long-lasting fabric.

Overall, coral fleece is a popular winter fabric due to its warmth and softness. Its stretchy and fluffy
texture make it a versatile choice for a wide range of clothing and home textiles. Additionally, it is highly
absorbent, easy to care for and durable making it a great choice for winter clothing and home textiles.
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